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J crew employee handbook

Welcome to J.Crew's Sales Training Manual Dear New Employee: Welcome to J. Crew staff! We're so happy you picked us as your employer. When choosing an employee, it is a rigorous and in-depth process, and you should be honored to be chosen. We look forward to you becoming a long-time employee and becoming an essential
part of our staff. We pride ourselves on education and helpful staff. Additionally said, use this manual to prepare for your experience with us and answer any questions you may have. If you have additional questions that are not answered, feel free to set a higher power. Respectfully, Millard S. Drexel Millard S. Drexel J. Crew CEO Our
official website published in uncategorized | Leave a comment » Yes, even the physical form of the manual was leaked online. News broke this week that upscale retailer J. Crew among the tenants is likely for a new building on Bedford Avenue in Williamsburg next to the planned Whole Foods. Construction is not complete, but today a
manual for store employees was leaked online: To all employees: Congratulations on hiring J. Crew crew at our brand new location on Bedford Ave. - in the middle of Brooklyn's Williamsburg neighborhood! J Crew since 1983. While our new neighborhood might think right now that polo shirt is something you wear when you're actually
playing polo, we'll be painting this city before you can say espadrilles. For the Williamsburg location, we have adopted some practices that, while somewhat unconventional, will reflect our new community and its values. Please refer to this employee manual whenever in doubt: • STORE OPENING HOURS: The opening hours of the
Williamsburg store will be noon to 4 a.m..m., Monday through Thursday. On beach/snow days, consult the surrounding bars to determine the happy hour schedule. • BREAKS: Each employee is allowed one 3.5 hour break for brunch per shift. • STORE VIEWS: Market research has shown that dolls do not accurately reflect the typical build
of our potential customers; Our new exposed pieces will consist of three hangers strung together, with a paper-sanded face securely attached to the head. We recommend a bright-colored cardigan to accessorize the display of clothing. • MUSIC: You will not receive a standard company web list. Instead, you'll find closed contact details for
DJ Boris, who specializes in Soviet-era punk reggae and will be spinning around in locker rooms. If any customer asks about the music being played, simply respond with a sigh and keep folding your pants. Retro hipster is our most popular product that no one will admit to wearing. • GUIDE: For example, our color palette is infused with
persimmon and wheat modified for this location. When describing colors, use the following words: Brown →Tobacco Beige → Discovered in the refrigerator eggshell Gray→ Smoke White→ Light Black→ Vintage Black Everything else→ Not available • AVAILABLE SIZES: XS S None larger, please refer customers to our satellite stores •
NOTE ON TROUSERS: Due to the popularity of the nearby competing clothing business, we pulled the word pants. Please refer to all leg coverings using the term thin trousers or pre-jorts. • FEDORAS: Push them, as they are not sold anywhere else. • J. CREW's 'STORY': Please do not refer to the new look, new styles or new trends, nor
do you refer to the origin of a particular garment. If you are pressed to explain where the clothes came from, please appropriate one of Scooby Doo's plots. A completely accurate account of what the new J. Crew will look like. • DRESS CODE: Acceptable attiri includes: • Headphones, white • Sang froid • Skee-Ball elbow • Picklesmocks •
DIY chenille • Restored vinyl from Donovan's Sunshine Superman album. • Steamshmere tunics • J Crew worn from any time before 1991. • Pork shoulder pads • Whatever • NAMETAGS: Your name class will say Megan :/ regardless of your name or gender. • EMPLOYEE RELATIONS: Mandatory. Our first few months can be a hard sell
to our neighbors, but we hope you stay with us. We believe customers will choose us over vintage alternatives from our competitors for one undisputed reason: Bedbugs. If our guests are still not happy, refer them to the Hollister store that will open next door in March. Text by Eric Silver, Tim Donnelly, Rachel DeLetto and Faye Penn. Hey
ladies and gentle hipsters of the greater Williamsburg area (sorry, Bushwick -- East Williamsburg doesn't count): Isn't busking for change at Bedford L station enough to supplement your weekly PBR outsevering? Has taxes on American spirits risen so high that your four-hour shifts at Beacon's Closet can no longer fund your organic
craving for nicotine? Well, you're lucky! Because there will soon be tons of new job opportunities opening up right in your neighborhood - right on your street, in fact - on Bedford Avenue (though, let's face it, no real hipster could actually afford to live on Bedford - unless you're a readable street-apartment type). No, they're not expanding
the Brooklyn Bowl, they're expanding the 35,000-square-foot J.Crew! Apparently. may be. I know what you're thinking, but wait. Don't dismiss the idea of that new J.Crew-led career just yet. Before you rise around commercialism, consumerism, non-vegan skin, polo shirts and Man, consider location-specific Williamsburg. A manual for
employees that was mercifully leaked yesterday by those hilarious sleuths over at Brokelyn. Really, this job would totally fit into your already established hipster lifestyle, just like elaine benes' softly worn floral dress from Amarcord, or an ironic tattoo of a slice of pizza. A few of our favorites from Brokelyn's handbook:• STORE OPENING
HOURS: Williamsburg store opening hours will be noon to 4 a.m..m., Monday through Thursday. On beach/snow days, consult the surrounding bars to determine the happy hour schedule.• BREAKS: Each employee is allowed one 3.5 hour break for brunch per shift.• AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S. Increasing, please refer customers to our
satellite stores• NAMETAGS: Your name number will say Megan :/ Regardless of your name or gender.• EMPLOYEE RELATIONS: Mandatory.Our first few months can be a tough sell to our neighbors, but we hope you stay with us. We believe customers will choose us over vintage alternatives from our competitors for one undisputed
reason: Bedbugs. If our guests are still not happy, refer them to the Hollister store that will open next door in March. Now, a few of our own suggestions for the manual:• Acceptable hairstyles include dreadlocks, Hitler youth, ironic whims, waist-length hair dipped in sauce and anything that requires two weeks of dry shampooing. • Tattoos
must be exposed at all times. In addition to the J.Crew discount, discounts at the tattoo shop will also be available to employees only at the Williamsburg site.• Moustache wax bonuses will be awarded based on the length of the steering wheel twisting.• Mandatory team bonding evenings at union pool will be held on Thursday nights after
closing.• Allowed pets on the assumption are limited to French bulldogs, miniature dachshunds and cats on the strings. If anything, your new (as in unused! Can you believe it?) J.Crew clothing will serve as the perfect cover for when you inevitably take a sleuth in the massive Whole Foods that also joins the Bedford neighborhood - we
promise not to say your usual organic bodega. Anyway, Jenna Lyons wears glasses with a thick hem. So there's this. Updated Jan 21, 2020SortPopularCOVID-19 RelatedHighest RatingLowest RatingEst RecentEst FirstI have worked at J. Crew ProsDiscount is great. The daily force of scheduling apps is awesome. Great for moms with
kids. ConsAlways is updating the paperwork. The dress code rules are inconsistent. Flag as InappropriateFlag as inappropriateI have been working on J. Crew ProsGreat discounts on clothing, plus three free items of clothing to work with when it first started outConsHard to keep up with the dress code unless the JCrew image is your
picture. Call shifts are boring. Flag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateI worked at J. Crew on several working hours for more than a year associates, a strong emphasis on excellent customer service, a great employee very early or late shifts when taking inventory or resetting trade with a new product. The dress code may be cost too
high for some, as they require a very current J. Crew look (which includes wearing a new fall line in a sultry summer...) Flag as InappropriateFlag as inappropriateI I worked in J. Crew part-time less than a yearProsGenerous Discount Cute Clothes Employee Contests Occasional free snacks/foodConsstrict dress code pressure to meet
ridiculous sales goals and open cards. There is no incentive on all too few staff most of the time clients usually have strange closing requirements lasting foreverFlag as InappropriateFlag as inappropriate I worked on J. Crew ProsIt is fun to work here. There is a possibility of growth within the company. Managers are well trained and know
what they're doing. ConsThe dress code is pretty strict. It is not allowed to wear logos from other stores, it must have a statement piece of jewelry, etc. Flag as InappropriateFlag as inappropriateI I worked in J. Crew part-time less than a yearPros Discounts available to employees are great and it's great to have first access to a new style
or new sale. It was fun to learn more about the company and its special style. Good sales experience! ConsVery hard to get a normal schedule or enough hours, lack of structure, poor training/communication and excessively high expectations. A very strict dress code that was a little ambiguous, which makes it difficult for them to live up to
their standards. Flag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateI worked at J. Crew part-time for less than a yearYou know what is expected of you, there is a nice discount for employees, probably so that they can keep up with the strict dress code. ConsThe dress code can be complicated and a little heavier than it needs to be. It takes a lot of
money so they can carry the things they want you to wear to work. Flag as InappropriateFlag as inappropriateI worked at J. Crew on several working hours for more than a yearProsAMAZING discount, it made it worthWhy Strict. The dress code is absurd. There's a huge amount of rules about what you can and can't wear. Sometimes it's a
lot of fun, but most times because of the cuttthroat nature you target, sales associates are so brutally competitive. Many sharks make people not want to shop at J.Crew.Flag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateI work at J. Crew full-time over a yearProsFashion ahead, even cutting edge in the high end fashion world.
You shop at the company. Value the product and respect the brand. The incentive structure was fair. I've never struggled with the balance of life. ConsWindow visuals were sometimes over the top. The dress code was difficult to maintain because what we wore had to be topical. Flag as InappropriateFlag as inappropriate I work on J.
Crew part-time for less than a yearPros1) discount 2) always something something be working on / productive atmosphere 3) freedom to do what is best for the customer (accepting returns, applying discounts, etc.) total professional work environment 5) if mgmt you like, they schedule you 6) beautiful store, merchandise, visuals 7) new
dayforce scheduling services (can check schedule on iPhone, change availability, etc.) Cons1) employees are treated as second-class customers, and this delays contributors from buying J. Crew merchandise a) the discount makes it more convenient for associates to buy sales items (easy 50% discount) compared to new goods (30%
discount if not excluded or listed 60% discount) b) after discount, goods are often still too expensive for coworkers c) coworkers own a goods log (you have to sign in and wait for the manager to sign out at all your J. Crew things on the way in and out (adds on time outside the clock) d) dress code contradicts stylish guide (must wear blazer
if wearing jeans, can't wear sports shoes despite sales of Jack Purcell &amp; New Balance sneakers) 2) sometimes managers get short with employees 3) return policy tends to only help restless customers 4) like most retail , high traffic and busy atmosphere in the store leads to a lack of training early on 5) Very personal stylists enter cat
fights 6) busy / productive atmosphere makes the job seem fulfilling to me, but leads to inferior experience for the customer because everyone always has something else to do 7) poor signage for final sale and discount excluded items lead to longer transactions on cash wrapFlag as InappropriateFlag as inappropriate42 English reviews of
2,861 2,861
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